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Introduction	

•The Low Level Radio Frequency (LLRF ) system control the shape, amplitude and phase of the RF
field. 	


•The LLRF system should be robust against variation of system parameters such as beam loading,
klystron gain, microphonics and lorentz detuning…	


•An important constraint is that the RF power needed for control should be minimized for the
design of LLRF system.	


•Today I will focus on the power requirement for the LLRF control…	


Constant input power for ideal case	


In the ideal case, (no detuning, no disturbances,
beam on crest), only constant input power is
needed to maintain a stable field in the flat top
as long as the beam is injected in the proper
time: 	
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But in reality………	


Picture from 4th ILC school, LLRF&HPRF	


Extra input power for feedback	


•There are many sources of field errors, beam current variation, phase noise, Microphonics, and Lorentz
detuning, etc…	


•The feedback control is very efficient to suppress these errors and stabilize the cavity field, however it is in
the expense of extra forward power. 	


•The higher the feedback gain, the better the field stability accuracy and the faster the response, the errors is
suppressed by a factor of the loop gain (1+G) >>1, but the gain is limited by the stability of the feedback
system. 	


•In high gain, the overshoot consumes more input peak power.	


Pictures from Waldemar Koprek, DESY, 	

talk: ATCA-based LLRF System for XFELDemonstration at FLASH	


Extra power optimization: reduce the unnecessary overshoot	


•
•
•

Apply feed forward to correct the repetitive error ( especially beam loading)	

Smooth the edges of the set tables to reduce transient input power	

Apply the the variable gain during the start of RF pulse. The feedback gain is set smaller at
the start of the RF pulse, and then ramp to the designed value. This method is tested
successfully in FLASH (by Valeri Ayvazyan) and is efficient to reduce the overshoot (peak
forward power was reduced by about 15% during the cavity filling stage in the test)	


Extra power for Lorentz detuning and microphonics	


•

Lorentz detuning and Microphonics are the major errors resulting in the changes in cavity resonance
frequency, while the superconducting cavities with high Qext are highly susceptible to these changes in
resonance frequency due to narrow bandwidth (in the order of several hundred Hertz)	


•

Without tuner, the extra input power will be high to control the field in this case	
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For example, a cavity with the bandwidth 500Hz, Lorentz detuning ±200Hz, Microphonics noise
±50Hz, will lead to a maximum detuning of 250Hz. The required extra input power is 25%. 	


Pictures from Phd thesis of T.schilcher, Desy	


Extra power optimization: reduce the tuning effect	


•
•
•

At filling stage, track the frequency of the input RF with the resonance frequency of the cavity
( by phase modulation both in feed forward and feedback)	

Pre-detuning of the cavity should be adjusted to minimize the average detuning during flat
top– 	

Piezo tuner can be used to compensate the Lorenz force detuning during flattop (feed
forward control)	


Picture from the paper of M. Liepe, PAC of 2001	


Extra power for LLRF toward Fault-Tolerant Scheme	


•

•
•
•

In MYRRHA ADS demonstrator, the “RF-Falult tolerance” scheme is investigated for the
particular case of a cavity failure. To meet the very high reliability requirement, i.e., beam
trips in excess of one second duration should not occur more frequently than five times per
3-month operation period. This corresponds to a reliability figure (MTBF, Mean Time
Between Failure) of around 500 hours (2000 hours for the industrial transmuter).	


if cavity #n is faulty, the (e.g.) 4 surrounding cavities (#n-2, #n-1, #n+1, #n+2) are retuned
to recover the nominal beam energy & phase at the end of the following lattice (point M)	

30% more extra RF power is needed in this case (also 30% gradient reserve in cavity, that
means the cavity cannot work on max voltage for normal case )	

To complement this fault-tolerant scheme, LLRF have a lot to be added….	


Extra power for two cavities fed by one klystron	


•
•
•

Since the rf mechanical parameters of the cavities are not identical, the effect of variation in
different parameters (Qext, Initial tuning, detuning coefficient K) has to be studied…	

Qext variation will lead to a large amplitude errors, due to mismatching with beam loading. 	

To supress this error, for example, 15% extra power is needed for ±20% Qext variation
(From the results of simulation for Tesla cavity by A. Mosnier) 	


The further more details for extra power and its optimazation …?

•
•

	


The more work will be carried out in the cavity simulator built in labview (also include
feedback, feedforward, and so on… see more details in Jacek Borkowski’s talk) combination
with the Matlab simulink	

It is also available to implement the cavity simulator and controllor into a FPGA board, to
efficient test the control system and investigate the optimal control method. And very
helpful for the future LLRF development in hardware, firmware and data communication.	


Simulator and controller in hardware, at Desy 	


Thank you for your attention!	


